NATURAL DIVERSITY DATA BASE AREAS
ROCKY HILL, CT
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EXPLANATION
This map depicts natural basing of areas and selected natural attributes in the Rocky Hill area. The Rocky Hill Natural Diversity Data Base (NDB) is used as a pre-screening tool to determine the potential area for a Natural Diversity Data Base (NDB) site. The map was produced in cooperation with the Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection, Wildlife Division, using the Natural Diversity Data Base (NDB) digitized data. More detailed information on this map can be obtained from the Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection, Wildlife Division.
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WEB MAP DATA - Based on data supplied from the U.S. Geological Survey National Map Program and the Digital Orthophoto Quadrangle Project.
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This map is intended to be used as a pre-screening tool to determine the potential area for a Natural Diversity Data Base (NDB) site. Use the CT NDB site selector tool to check if your area of interest is potential for an NDB site. For more information, visit the Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection, Wildlife Division website.

For data as of 2021.